
PRICING AND PACKAGE INFORMATION



We want to be there for it

This only happens once





$750

$750

$350

$750

$275

A LA CARTE OPTIONS

Engagement Session
On-location photo session

Full editing of final images

High-resolution images with rights

Password protected online gallery

Special SessionSpecial Session
Boudoir or ‘Trash the Dress’

On-location photo session

High-resolution images with rights

Password protected online gallery

Small Affairs (per hour)
One photographer

Full editing of final imagesFull editing of final images

High-resolution images with rights

Password protected online gallery

Max four hours | Max 50 guests

Engagement Album
8” square boxed album

20 pages with custom layout

Additional Coverage (per hour)Additional Coverage (per hour)
Don’t miss a moment

Perfect for longer events

Includes both photographers

$4900

$4400

$3900

PACKAGES

Photo 3.0  |  Save $500
Up to 8 hours of coverage

Two photographers

Full editing of final images

High-resolution final images with rights

Password protected online galleryPassword protected online gallery

Same day slideshow

‘Photographer for Life’ membership

Engagement Session

Engagement Album

Photo 2.0  |  Save $250
Up to 8 hours of coverage

Two photographersTwo photographers

Full editing of final images

High-resolution final images with rights

Password protected online gallery

Same day slideshow

‘Photographer for Life’ membership

Engagement Session

Photo 1.0Photo 1.0
Up to 8 hours of coverage

Two photographers

Full editing of final images

High-resolution final images with rights

Password protected online gallery

Same day slideshow

‘Photographer for Life’ membership‘Photographer for Life’ membership

PHOTOGRAPHY



$2400

$950

$750

$750

$250

$175

A LA CARTE OPTIONS

Highlight Film
Up to 8 hours of coverage

One cinematographer

Highlight film of about 6 to 8 minutes

Second Cinematographer
Get every angle of the dayGet every angle of the day

Perfect for getting guys and girls prep

Aerial Add-On
Include aerial footage in your highlight lm

Subject to venue location

Documentary Add-On
Ceremony, speeches, first dances in full

Raw footage from entire dayRaw footage from entire day

Raw Footage Add-On
Receive all raw footage from event

All clips shot for entire coverage time

Additional Coverage (per hour)
Don’t miss a moment

Perfect for longer events

$4250

$3500

$3200

PACKAGES

Cinema 3.0  |  Save $600
Up to 8 hours of coverage

Two cinematographers

Highlight film of about 6 to 8 minutes

Aerial Add-On

Documentary Add-OnDocumentary Add-On

Cinema 2.0  |  Save $400
Up to 8 hours of coverage

One cinematographer

Highlight film of about 6 to 8 minutes

Aerial Add-On

Documentary Add-On

Cinema 1.0  |  Save $200Cinema 1.0  |  Save $200
Up to 8 hours of coverage

One cinematographer

Highlight film of about 6 to 8 minutes

Aerial Add-On

Raw Footage

CINEMATOGRAPHY



$950

$150

$100

$100

$100

$950

A LA CARTE OPTIONS

The Bluecube Photobooth
Up to 3 hours of rental time

Full time attendant

Props included

Two identical photostrips printed immediately

Online gallery for easy sharingOnline gallery for easy sharing

Full-resolution files of all images with rights

Additional Bluecube Hour
Keep the party going strong

Custom Photo Strips
Add names and dates to strips

Silver or Gold Sequin Background
Upgrade from the standard whiteUpgrade from the standard white

Bluecube Guest Book
Scrapbook and all materials included

Reception Uplighting
Modern wireless LED lighting - any color

Includes setup and breakdown up to 4 hours

$1950

$1600

$1300

PACKAGES

Party 3.0  |  Save $400
Bluecube for three hours

Extra hour of Bluecube

Custom Photo Strips

Sequin background Upgrade

Bluecube guest bookBluecube guest book

Uplighting

Party 2.0  |  Save $300
Bluecube for three hours

Uplighting

Party 1.0  |  Save $100
Bluecube for three hours

Extra hour of BluecubeExtra hour of Bluecube

Custom Photo Strips

Sequin background Upgrade

Bluecube guest book

LIFE OF THE PARTY



A LA CARTE ALBUMS

The album is the quintessential display vehicle for your images. Without it, you’ve just got bytes on a hard

drive. We don’t feel like our job is complete until we’re able to put one into your hands. We feel strongly

that they’re an integral part of a great photography experience. It is a book made to last your entire lives, and

then be passed down to future generations.

All of our albums are designed and laid out in-house. Every aspect is customized and tailored according to your

preferences and style. Once we have it just right, the information is sent to our album creators and produced inpreferences and style. Once we have it just right, the information is sent to our album creators and produced in

Italy. They come in all shapes and sizes. Let's work together to create one that perfectly fits your personalities.

The Process
How does everything come together so you end up with an awesome album in your home? It’s a process,

but it’s an easy one. We’ll guide you through every step of the way. To give you an idea of the order of events,

here’s how it all happens: Once you receive your digital images we set up a special gallery for you online that

allows you to select your favorites to include in the album. Next we design a custom layout for you which can

be previewed on your computer or phone to ensure that it’s exactly the way you want it.be previewed on your computer or phone to ensure that it’s exactly the way you want it.

You will then get to choose a cover style - there are lots of modern and beautiful materials that they can be made

out of. Even the spine of the album can be customized to a specific material. Page thickness is chosen as well

as page finish (more on all this later). To finish it off, you then decide if you want a custom art box or sleeve for

presentation and storage. If so, we design that as well.

Lastly you get to decide on parent albums, replica albums, and pocket books. It might sound overwhelming,

but it’s actually a lot of fun and pretty exciting when the finished product comes in! We love creating albums for ourbut it’s actually a lot of fun and pretty exciting when the finished product comes in! We love creating albums for our

brides and grooms and we can’t wait to make one for you!



THE WEDDING BOOK

This is where your images belong. Create a book that blows away everyone who looks at it. Fully customizable

with materials and finishes unavailable anywhere else. Read below to learn more about the different options.

The Cover
The cover makes the first impression. Luckily there are many different options available. They are listed below

along with a short explanation of each one. The following page has some images of the different materials. Of

course, nothing compares to seeing and feeling them in real life. We’d be more than happy to have you comecourse, nothing compares to seeing and feeling them in real life. We’d be more than happy to have you come

to the studio to check out some samples.

Crystal Glance - An unbelievable acrylic material with the image fused to the rear of the substrate to give
  a three dimensional look.

Metal - A thick piece of metal stock. Available in gold or silver, it’s a bold statement on any album. The metal
  can have images and text directly printed onto it. Available in satin or polish finish.

Metal Paint - Using the same material as the regular metal cover, this variation allows the choice of many
  different colors. Metal paint covers are engraved with text rather than being printed on.  different colors. Metal paint covers are engraved with text rather than being printed on.

Leather - A classic cover available in fourteen different colors. Can be embossed with silver or gold foil.
Distresse Leather - A vintage look available in many colors. Can be embossed with silver or gold foil.
Faux Leather - An advanced material that gives you all the benefits of leather without using any animal
  products. Can be embossed and comes in wide range of colors.

Back and Spine
With the exception of the leathers, all of the covers attach to a different material for the spine and back

of the book. The default configuration is a sleek black leatherette, but that can be upgraded to any ofof the book. The default configuration is a sleek black leatherette, but that can be upgraded to any of

the following:

Suede - A luxurious feeling option that is modern and versatile.
Suede Paint - The same base material as the standard suede, but with ‘painted’ patterns to really set
  your album apart from anything else out there.

Woven - A chic and modern option that really stands out. Available in muted earth tones as well as bright
  and bold colors. Definitely something for the nontraditionalist.

MapleMaple - This material mimics the grain of a fine hardwood with subtle tonal variations. Available in many
  different colors. 

Leather - The standby classic. Available in multiple colors and pairs well with any of the cover materials.



Faux LeatherLeather

Crystal GlanceDistressed

Metal PaintMetal

COVER EXAMPLES



LeatherMaple

Suede PaintSuede

Woven

SPINE EXAMPLES



THE WEDDING BOOK

Size, orientation, page thickness, and luxe linings are the finishing touches that help make it your own.

These are some of the more subtle details that bring it all together.

Format and Size
Landscape is the most common configuration selected for our wedding books. There are, however, a couple

of other options available. The square format is modern and clean, and the portrait format allows for

something a little bit different. Sizes are listed below for comparison.something a little bit different. Sizes are listed below for comparison.

Pages
There are two different page thicknesses available. Your choice will change the look and feel of the book.

Both are beautiful, it’s just a matter of which one you love more. Feeling and seeing in real life is best

but a comparison is pictured below for reference. Thick pages are sturdy with a small amount of flex. Rigid

have no flex and are mounted to a 2mm styrene core. Thick pages gives you a solid book with a sleek feel

while rigid pages provide a larger block.

The beautiful high definition printed photographic finish is guaranteed to have no fade or color shiftThe beautiful high definition printed photographic finish is guaranteed to have no fade or color shift

for at least 100 years. There’s no better way to view your photos.

Luxe Linings
The lining material that begins and ends each album can be upgraded if desired. By default, a black

textured material is used for the lining. You can upgrade to an alternate color, material, and add text.

Choosing the right color can pull the book together and give a cohesive look.

Luxe Linings

RigidThick

Landscape PortraitSquare



THE WEDDING BOOK

Now that you’ve designed your first family heirloom, the question becomes how to store and preserve it.

As with all the other aspects, there are different options available to suit your taste and style.

Packaging
The standard packaging is a sturdy white cardboard box that is simple and clean. If you prefer something

that perfectly compliments your book and is created from premium materials then there are three options

available. The modern sleeve is a classic enclosure available in maple, faux leather, suede, and suede paint.available. The modern sleeve is a classic enclosure available in maple, faux leather, suede, and suede paint.

The stylish sleeve is a white high gloss box that can be customized with printed text and is fully enclosed.

Lastly, the art box is fully customizable and can have an image printed to the front, spine, and back. When

opened it lifts the book up to complete the presentation. Some examples are shown below.

Stylish SleeveArt Box

Modern Sleeve
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THE WEDDING BOOK

Wedding Book Pricing
16 x 20” or 20” square

14 x 18” or 14“ square

12 x 16” or 12“ square

9.5 x 13” or 9.5“ square

8 8 x 12” or 8“ square

All albums include up to 30 pages standard. Additional pages can be added.

The amount of images in your album works out to 2.5 images per page. For example, you would choose up

75 images for the standard 30 page album. Note that albums must add pages in increments of 10.

Replica Albums
These are completely identical to your main album in every way. You can order them in any size up to and

including the size of your main album. Replicas are 25% off of the price of your main book. There is no limit

on quantity, but they must be ordered at the same time as your main book.on quantity, but they must be ordered at the same time as your main book.

Gift Albums
Parents, grandparents, even friends are going to want in on the action. We offer an assortment of smaller books

that work great as gifts, thank you’s, or just to have some extra copies to keep in different places.

The contents of each gift album is identical to your main album. The Pocket Books are softcover while the Brag

Books and Parent Albums are available with a dust jacket or traditional hardcover. All pages are thin with the

smooth finish option.

Pocket Books - Qty 30, 2 x 2.5“ or 2 x 2”Pocket Books - Qty 30, 2 x 2.5“ or 2 x 2”

Pocket Books - Qty 15, 2.5 x 4“ or 2.5 x 2.5”

Pocket Books - Qty 8, 4 x 4.5“ or 4 x 4”

Brag Books - Qty 4, 5 x 4” or 4 x 4”

Parent Albums - Qty 2, 8 x 6” or 6 x 6”

Parent Albums - Qty 1, 12 x 8” or 8 x 8”

Boxes
Modern SleeveModern Sleeve

Stylish Sleeve

Art Box

$1695

$1495

$1295

$1095

$895

$295

$295$295

$295

$350

$350

$350

$150

$250

$250$250



WALL ART

Displaying photographs on the walls of your home is a timeless and classic approach to wedding photographs.

That doesn’t necessarily mean that it has to be boring.

There are so many modern options for putting images on your walls nowadays. There’s actually too many to

go into detail about here, but we’ll try to give you a small taste below. After your wedding or engagement we’d

love to have you by our place for a planning session to help you choose what’s best for you and your home.

We have advanced tools that let us actually show you what different combinations and groupings of imagesWe have advanced tools that let us actually show you what different combinations and groupings of images

will look like on the wall. We can even take a photograph of the walls of your home and almost instantly show

you what your images will look like - to scale! It makes the decisions easier and lets you rest easy knowing that

when they come in they’re going to look and fit perfect.

Sublimated Metal Prints
Metal is a beautiful and bold medium. The photo is imprinted below the surface of the metal through

this cutting edge imaging technology. Allows a frameless display, mounting either with corner standoffs or with

a floating wall mount. Available in white gloss, white matte, clear gloss, and clear matte.a floating wall mount. Available in white gloss, white matte, clear gloss, and clear matte.

Acrylics
A sleek and modern way to display your photos. The image is fused to the back of the acrylic for the ultimate

in a glossy look. This is a frameless display, with corner standoffs to float the block off of the wall.

Glass
Images look amazing on this natural material. The glass can be smooth, frosted, or have a texture. Each type

has its unique advantages.

 

Canvas
 

Canvas
The proliferation of canvas is for good reason. It’s elegance is unmatched among the other mediums. Another

frameless option that can be hung on the wall as-is. 

Wood Prints
For a natural feel the wood prints can’t be beat. There are two types. One is the maple print, where the warmth

of the maple wood shows through the image and the wood stock is flat with a floatin back. The other is a gallery

mount where the image is opaque and the edges are beveled down and painted white.mount where the image is opaque and the edges are beveled down and painted white.

Professional Prints
Don’t worry! We’ve got regular prints, too! Available in all shapes and sizes and printed to professional Kodak

Endura paper to guarantee color accuracy and a long life without any fading. Available with and without frames.



WALL ART

Below are some mockups to help you visualize some different groupings. There are virtually infinite possibilities,

so view this as just something to get you thinking about what you can do in your own home!

Note that any grouping can be made on any of the mediums listed on the previous page (i.e. metal, canvas, etc).



WALL ART

The Process
How do you go from images in an online gallery to displays on your walls in your home? Good question.

Allow us to explain!

The first step is determining which walls of your home that you plan to display images on. Once you know

that we’ll send you our little guide that instructs you how to take the pictures of your space properly (it’s

easy - you can even use your phone to do it). Send us those photos and then head over to our place. We’lleasy - you can even use your phone to do it). Send us those photos and then head over to our place. We’ll

hang out, choose your photos together that you want to use, and go through different options and

groupings right on our studio TV using the photos you took of your own home.

While you’re here you can check out samples of the different types of print products that we have available.

You can see your walls with prospective setups instantly on the TV. We will adjust and customize everything

until it’s perfect. We can even add framing and/or matting and change the colors and shapes of all of those

things as well. It’s actually pretty awesome. We’re also a little nerdy.

Once everything is decided we’ll put the order together and then we all just wait (im)patiently! At least nowOnce everything is decided we’ll put the order together and then we all just wait (im)patiently! At least now

you know that the fun doesn’t end when your wedding is over!



Let us be your something blue

Simple | Romantic | Modern



Blueflash Photography

(401) 484-1818
56 Oak Hill Drive
Cranston, Rhode Island 02920

MyWedding@blueflashphotography.com

blueflashphotography.com

Let us be Your Something Blue




